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Abstract:
In heterogeneous supercomputer, GPU job queue whose nodes compose of multiple GPUs can be under-utilized due
to resource-assignment fragmentation. For example, in the case that each node has three GPUs like TSUBAME2.5, if
a node has already been assigned to a job requesting two GPUs, that node cannot be assigned to another job requesting
more than one GPU until the current job leaves the node.
We examine this problem on TSUBAME2.5’s GPU batch-queue system, and present a scheduling algorithm that uses
rCUDA to alleviate it. Our simulation shows that the proposed scheduling algorithm can finish all simulated jobs
on simulated congesting queue by 15% - 30% faster. Moreover, using jobs patterns obtained from scheduler log of
TSUBAME GPU queue, the proposed algorithm shows 5.06% decrease in job life time (from arrives until finishes
processing) on average. It also shows that even reducing the number of nodes in the queue by around 4% the average
jobs life time is still around the same as the present algorithm.

1. Introduction
1.1 TSUBAME2.5’s batch-based service
TSUBAME2.5 is one of the heterogeneous supercomputers
that use GPUs for accelerating computations. It is composed of
three services: Interactive Service, Reservation-based Service,
and Batch-based Service. The Batch-based service which allows users to use TSUBAME’s nodes by submitting jobs into
the queues. There are many queues in this service based on requirements of users’ job. In general, they can be categorized into
two types: node-exclusive queues and node-sharing queues. Jobs
submitted to the node-exclusive queues get exclusively access to
the nodes assigned by the queue’s scheduler. On the other hand,
jobs submitted to the node-sharing queues might have to share
the assigned nodes with other jobs depending on the scheduling
pattern. Among the node-sharing queues, there is a queue that
allows a GPU job to share nodes with CPU jobs. It is called G
queue.
Every node in G queue has a virtual machine (VM) running on
it to separate some resources for CPU jobs. The VM on a node
in G queue pre-allocates a fixed amount of resources (number of
CPUs, amount of memory, etc.) in advance and these values do
not change over time. The rest of the resources of each node are
available to a GPU job. In other words, a GPU job get exclusive
access to all resources left after VM pre-allocates some resources
of the assigned nodes.
Taking a look at the past jobs’ requirements in the scheduler log
of G queue and the Utilization Monitoring System implemented
by Ganglia of that queue, we found that most of the resources
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have been under-utilized. It was possible to assign a node to more
than one job even if we only take the resources requirement of the
jobs into consideration. Because each node of G queue has three
GPUs in total, it is possible to put two jobs when the sum of the
number of GPUs required is not greater than three, provided that
other resources (CPUs, memory, etc.) are enough to serve both
jobs at the same time. As for security and resource restriction of
each job, some sandbox mechanisims such as cgroup or LXC can
be employed as they almost does not impact the performance of
applications [13].
1.2 Problem statement
Even though a node can serve more than one job by using a
sandbox, the current scheduling algorithm of G queue still causes
resources fragmentation. For example, job A, B, and C arrive
at the G queue and all of them request two GPUs per node for
computation. Since each node in the G queue has three GPUs,
two nodes should be enough to serve these three jobs, provided
that other resources are enough to do so. However, if a node has
been assigned to job A, that node cannot be assigned to another
job until job A finishes since there are not enough GPUs to serve
two jobs at the same time. Because of this problem, resources on
many nodes in the G queue are under-utilized.
rCUDA is a CUDA-compatible GPU virtualization middleware that we used to alleviate the problem. The more explanation on the rCUDA topic is presented in the following section.
In this paper, we first examine the effect of using rCUDA on the
system and on the performance of applications. We present a
mathematical model of the execution time of applications that use
rCUDA, and propose a scheduling algorithm that deals with the
GPU resource-assignment fragmentation problem. We evaluate
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the algorithm by simulating jobs whose parameters (resources
requirements, arrival pattern, etc.) were obtained from TSUBAME’s GPU scheduler and comparing their life time (from arrive
until finish) with the current GPU scheduling algorithm of TSUBAME.
The following section (Section 2) explains about rCUDA in
general, and presents mathematical model and experimental results of the effect of network contention on applications using
rCUDA. Section 3 describes the current scheduling algorithm
used in TSUBAME’s G queue, explains its problem, and presents
the algorithm of R queue (improved version of G queue with
rCUDA) that can alleviate the problem. We evaluate and discuss the proposed R queue on Section 4, and present the related
works, conclusion and future work on Section 5 and Section 6
respectively.

Fig. 1

The schema of the experimental environment for testing the effect of
network contention on applications that use rCUDA

speed measured from “ib read bw” was 6.38 GB/s and the latency measured from “ib read lat” was 5.97 microseconds. The
setup of the experimental environment is as shown in Fig. 1.
2.1.1 cudaMemcpy

2. rCUDA
rCUDA [3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 8] is a CUDA-compatible GPU virtualization middleware developed by Universidad Politecnica de Valencia, Spain. The current version of rCUDA (version 4.1) supports
CUDA 5.5 Runtime API as well as cuFFT and cuBLAS libraries.
At the time this paper has been written, rCUDA team is planning
to release a new version of rCUDA, which supports CUDA 6.0
Runtime API in the near future.
rCUDA, unlike virtual machines, does not emulate a GPU on
a node. Instead, all of the CUDA code executed using rCUDA
is run on physical GPUs in remote hosts. By executing rCUDA
server on one node and replacing CUDA native libraries (cuda.so,
cudart.so, etc.) with rCUDA libraries, applications compiled with
CUDA dynamic-linked libraries under supported version can use
rCUDA without any need to modify their codes or recompiling
them.
rCUDA uses network to send all CUDA requests to rCUDA
server, rCUDA server then executes those requests natively and
sends the results back to the application [4]. For the application’s point of view, there is no difference between native GPU
and rCUDA GPU except for the performance. The performance
of emulated GPU almost equals to the performance of the GPU
on remote host with small overheads. However, the big issue here
is that the data transfer bandwidth and latency between host to device, device to host, and device to device, depends on those of the
network. Moreover rCUDA also causes more network contention
to the system.
Because rCUDA enables applications executing on one node
to use GPUs on another node, it could be used to solve GPUassignment fragmentation problem on G queue. However, the
disadvantage of rCUDA on the performance of an application
needs to be examined beforehand.
2.1 The effect of network contention on applications using
rCUDA
We conducted experiments on the effect of network contention
on three applications that use rCUDA. We use four nodes in our
lab’s cluster to conduct this experiment. Each of the nodes has 6core Intel i7-3930K, Nvidia Tesla K20c, PCI-E Gen3 8x, 48 GB
memory, and connect to other nodes via FDR Infiniband. The
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Fig. 2

The effect of network contention on cudaMemcpy using rCUDA

First, we checked the effect of the network contention on cudaMemcpy. The following equation shows the model for estimating cudaMemcpy data transfer time.
timerCUDAcomm = latencyrcuda + latencynet
+

datasizeapplication
overheadrcuda
bandwidthnet

(1)

where
overheadrcuda = 1.09
latencyrcuda = 3.47ms
latencynet << latencyrcuda
As shown in Fig. 2, the data transfer time using cudaMemcpy
behaves like what is predicted by the model. The fitness of the
model (R2 ) is 0.986. Since rCUDA always uses network for transferring data, this model can be applied to rCUDA-device-to-host,
rCUDA-device-to-native-device, and rCUDA-device-to-rCUDAdevice data transfer.
The model and the experiment show that rCUDA had about 9%
more overhead of network bandwidth, and about 3.47 ms more
latency. Also, the latency of rCUDA is much greater than that
of network latency (Infiniband) and GPU latency. Hence, we ignore the network latency and GPU latency in the model. We use
ib read bw to generate the network contention on the experiment
system. Since we configured the Infiniband to use fair share, the
average bandwidth for cudaMemcpy can be computed by
bandwidthapp =

bandwidthnet idle
#ib read bw

(2)
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According to the model, applications using rCUDA might suffer from the contention of network because of the decrease in
network bandwidth. The host-to-device and device-to-host data
transfer might have not been affected as much as device-to-device
data transfer since the total network bandwidth and host-anddevice transfer bandwidth is around the same (around 6 GB/s for
Infiniband FDR and K20c GPU). But in the case of device-todevice data transfer, the native bandwidth of GPU is around 172
GB/s which is a lot higher than that of the network.
Another thing that we need to be concerned about is the latency. Since the latency of using rCUDA is a lot greater than that
of network and GPU, applications that use rCUDA should avoid
frequent GPU data transfer as much as possible. In other word, it
would be better if applications transfer data to and from GPU in
large chunks instead of frequently small chunks.
2.1.2 Jacobi and LAMMPS

Fig. 3

The effect of network contention on Jacobi using rCUDA

system, and see the impact on the overall performance of each
application.
According to Fig. 3, there is little slow down on Jacobi (about
1.01 times). After taking a look at Jacobi’s source code, we know
that Jacobi transfers a lot of data to each GPU at the beginning
of the execution. After that, there are infrequent data transfer
between GPU and host, as well as between host. Thus, the contention of the network has little impact on this application.
On the other hand, as shown in Fig. 4, LAMMPS suffers a lot
more from the network contention than Jacobi. We did not analyze the LAMMPS source code since it was very complex, but
we took a look at the Infiniband traffic instead. LAMMPS seems
to have some period that have frequent data transfer, and some
which does not have data transfer at all. Due to the frequent data
transfer, LAMMPS suffers a lot from the network contention.
With up to 6 ib read bw processes executing at the same time
with the application, LAMMPS has one-seventh of original network bandwidth on average; the slow down of the application
was about 1.17 times. However, if we increase the ib read bw
processes up to 8, LAMMPS has one-ninth of original network
bandwidth, the slow down increased to 1.78 times. We suspected
that LAMMPS might have some kind of communication-cost hidden technique implemented in the program.
From all of these experiments, we know that even though
rCUDA could help us solve the GPU resource fragmentation
problem due to scheduling pattern, it has a down side that affect the performance of applications using it due to network contention. In the next section, we will explore a way to use rCUDA
to increase the utilization of GPU queue.

3. G Queue vs R Queue
As shown in the previous section, applications that use rCUDA
are likely to suffer from network contention. Depending on the
same-host GPU-to-GPU and inter-host communication pattern,
the amount of slow down of each application is not the same.
Fortunately, many jobs executing on G queue are nearly embarrassingly parallel. Thus, the contention on the network does not
affect inter-host communication very much. Even if that is the
case, the contention of the network might directly affect the applications’ performance due to same-host GPU-to-GPU communication. We propose R queue, which allows for the use of rCUDA
to share GPU resources in one node with multiple jobs, as the
replacement for current G queue.

Fig. 4

The effect of network contention on LAMMPS using rCUDA

Knowing the performance degradation of applications using
rCUDA due to network contention as we have shown, we benchmarked two real-world applications using rCUDA on the same
environment as our previous experiment. These two applications
are Jacobi [15] and LAMMPS [1], and the results of the experiments are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 respectively. These are
2 applications that use multiple GPUs for computation. Thus,
there are data transfers between GPU and GPU, and GPU and
host, as well as host to host. Again we increased the number of
ib read bw processes to simulate the network contention of the
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Foreach job in GQ:
suitable_servers := list()
Foreach server Do Until len(suitable_servers) = job.nodect:
If server.has_job = False and
server.cpus >= job.requested.cpus and
server.gpus >= job.requested.gpus and
server.memory >= job.requested.memory:
suitable_servers.append(server)
If len(suitable_servers) = job.nodect:
server.add(job)
server.start(job)
Fig. 5

Scheduling algorithm of G queue
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Foreach job in RQ:
suitable_servers := find_GQ_suitable_servers(job)
Foreach server in suitable_servers:
server.add(job)
Foreach server Do Until len(suitable_servers) = job.nodect:
If server.can_use_rcuda_to_run(job):
server.add_with_rcuda(job)
suitable_servers.append(job)
If len(suitable_servers) < job.nodect:
Foreach server in suitable_servers:
server.remove(job)
Else:
Foreach server in suitable_servers:
server.start(job)
Fig. 6

Fig. 7

Scheduling pattern of tasks of jobs on G queue

Fig. 8

Scheduling pattern of tasks of jobs on R queue

Scheduling algorithm of R queue

R queue is like G queue in every aspect except it asks applications executing on this queue to use rCUDA if it cannot find a
way to schedule them normally using the method of the G queue.
The scheduling algorithm of the R queue is as shown in Fig. 6.
First, for each job that has been waiting in the queue, the algorithm uses the algorithm of G queue, as shown in Fig. 5, to find
suitable servers for executing the job. Because the job specifies
how many nodes need, if the number of suitable nodes is less
than the request, the job has to wait for more available nodes in G
queue. As for R queue, the algorithm will try to find more nodes
by allowing some nodes to use rCUDA for this job. A node will
be deemed suitable-by-rCUDA for this job if it satisfies the following conditions:
( 1 ) It has enough other resources (CPUs, memory, etc.) to serve
this job.
( 2 ) It can find enough GPUs (from itself + from other nodes) as
requested by the job.
If enough nodes can be found, the job is started. Otherwise, it
will have to wait for more nodes to become available.
Figure 7 and Fig. 8 show the scheduling pattern of a simulated
jobs set on G queue and R queue respectively. Note that we used
the same emulated job set for both queue. On G queue, each
job is executed on the exclusively assigned nodes. There are no
shared nodes at all. The jobs, for when the scheduler of G queue
cannot find enough nodes to satisfy the request, have to wait until enough resources become available. In contrast with R queue,
some nodes are shared among jobs. The blue blocks represent
portions of the jobs that have been assigned to that node using
the algorithm of G queue. The red blocks, on the other hand,
represent the base portions of the jobs the use rCUDA, while the
green blocks show the rCUDA servers for the red blocks. In other
words, all of the jobs that use rCUDA execute their CPU code on
the nodes that have red blocks, while they execute CUDA code
on the green-box nodes.
As shown in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8, in most of the time interval, R
queue can process more jobs than G queue. However, R queue
also makes some jobs execute longer due to the network contention. Despite that, the benefit of the ability to execute more
jobs overshadows its disadvantage when there are a lot of jobs in
the queue and not all the jobs request the maximum GPUs per
nodes.
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4. Evaluation and Discussion
In the previous section, we explain the scheduling algorithm of
R queue, and compare the scheduling pattern of R queue with that
of G queue using the same simulated jobs set in order to give an
idea of how R queue works as well as its advantage over G queue.
In this section, we use information from the jobs submitted to the
G queue during 2013 and simulate the executing of this jobs set
on the R queue.
4.1 Simulation Information
Information obtained from the scheduler log of G queue is
composed of many fields. The relevant fields used in this simulation are as shown in Table 1. Despite having a lot of information,
some are omitted (e.g. job dependency) due to privacy concern,
and some were not logged at all (e.g. GPU-to-GPU total data
transfer). We have to estimate the value of some of the fields in
order to simulate this jobs set. The estimating methods of each
field are also shown in the table.
The simulation used time-step-wise numerical method to simulate scheduling pattern. This method only concerns the point in
time where there is a change in the system. For example, when
a job arrives in the system, or when a job finish processing thus
making some resources available for other jobs, etc. There is no
actual job running in the simulation. Instead, between each time
step, the simulation assumed fixed and consistent parameters, for
example, available network bandwidth for each application, etc.
By keeping the current time and assuming fixed system parameters, the simulator was able to calculate the next time changes
of the system. Note that, between the current time and the next
4
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Table 1
Field Name
id
requested.nodect
ctime
stime
etime
requested.walltime
requested.cpus
requested.gpus
requested.memory
used.walltime
net data size
net conn times
gpu data size
gpu conn times

Table 2
Field Name
cpus
gpus
memory
net.bw
net.lat
gpu.bw
rcuda.bw
rcuda.lat

Job’s field, description, and how to obtain that information

Obtained Method
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Scheduler log
Eq requested.memory
Rand(100, 100000)
Eq requested.memory
Rand(100, 100000)

Description
Job ID
Number of Nodes Required
Job arrive time
Job start time
Job end time
User estimated execution time
Requested # CPUs per node
Requested # GPUs per node
Requested # memory per node
Actual execution time
Network data transfer size per node
Network connection times per node
Same-node GPU-to-GPU data transfer size per node
Same-node GPU-to-GPU connection times per node

Parameters of simulated nodes

Value
8
3
22
GB
10
GB/s
1.2
ms
171
GB/s
0.92 × net.bw
3.47
ms

Description
# CPUs
# GPUs
Amount of memory
Network bandwidth
Network latency
GPU-to-GPU bandwidth
GPU-to-GPU bandwidth using rCUDA
GPU-to-GPU latency using rCUDA

time change, there is nothing relevant to the scheduling pattern.
Hence, the scheduler skips this interval without taking it into consideration.
Fig. 9

4.2 The reduction of jobs life time on R queue
We parsed all relevant information from the TSUBAME’s
scheduler log and generated the rest as described above. We fed
them into our simulator for both G queue and R queue whose
algorithms are as shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 respectively. The parameters of the simulated nodes are also shown in Table 2. By
using time-step-wise numerical method, we are able to know the
scheduling pattern of both queues.
Figure 9, Fig. 10, and Fig. 11 show the jobs’ wait time decrease, execution time decrease, and life time decrease, respectively, between G queue and R queue using 480 simulated nodes.
Even though the execution time of the jobs increases in R queue,
mostly due to the network congestion as explained in the previous section, the average time increase is only about 0.03%, as
shown in Fig. 10. Moreover, the standard deviation is not large.
This means that the effect of the use of rCUDA on the jobs is very
limit. Moreover, the job that is affected the most only got its execution time increase by around 7 minutes. Note that, the minus
values in the difference shown in Fig. 10 are due to the error from
using step-wise numerical method for simulation.
Despite the loss in execution time, the jobs executing on R
queue gains an advantage from the wait time, as shown in Fig. 9.
The average wait time decrease is about 25.24% when executing
on R queue compare to those executing on G queue. Moreover,
most of the jobs get this benefit since only 0.81% of the jobs have
their wait time increase. Even those jobs, they only had to wait
about 3.51 minutes longer.
The difference in total life time of the jobs (wait time + execution time) are shown in Fig. 11. The average time increase is
about 5.06%. This means that on average the same jobs executing
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Histogram of jobs grouping by the difference between wait time of
jobs executing on G queue and those executing on R queue

Fig. 10 Histogram of jobs grouping by the difference between execution
time of jobs executing on R queue and those executing on G queue

Fig. 11

Histogram of jobs grouping by the difference between jobs’ life
time (wait time + execution time) of jobs executing on G queue and
those executing on R queue

on R queue finish about 5.06% faster than executing on G queue.
By taking advantage on the decreasing of wait time, the jobs can
5
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Table 3

# Nodes
450
460
470
480

Average wait time decrease (seconds), execution time decrease
(seconds), and life time decrease (seconds) of simulated jobs executing on R queue and those of the same jobs executing on G
queue
Wait time
Avg.
STD
-901.49
4,236.04
3,654.48
-32.87
449.14
3,277.54
963.60
6,678.48

Execution time
Avg.
STD
-5.81
39.46
-4.55
35.27
-4.31
34.41
-3.96
32.25

Life time
Avg.
STD
-907.29
4,238.53
-37.42
3,651.69
444.83
3,272.51
959.65
6,674.77

finish faster even though their execution time increase. Note that
not all the jobs are happy with this benefit. There are about 2.8%
of the jobs that have to be sacrificed (finish later when executing
on R queue) due to the contention according to the simulation.
Even that, the sacrificed jobs finished about only 6.81 minutes
slower which is not much.
4.3 Effect of reducing total number of nodes on R queue
Since R queue can reduce the life time of jobs compare with
executing them on G queue, we can use this benefit another way
by reducing the number of nodes serving the queue such that the
average life time of the jobs is still acceptable. We conduct more
experiments to see the impact of reducing the number of nodes
on the execution time and wait time of the jobs.
We use the same simulator but reduce the number of simulated
nodes from 480 to 450 by 10-node step. The job set is the same as
the previous section. As shown in Table 3, the average life time
of the jobs running on R queue increases as the number of nodes
decreases. The reason is because there are less and less resources
for processing incoming jobs. In the TSUBAME case using the
simulated jobs whose parameters were obtained from the TSUBAME’s scheduler log, even reducing the number of nodes by 20
we still get the average life time of the jobs executing on R queue
almost equals those executing on G queue.

5. Related Works
There are a lot of works trying to address and providing methods to solve heterogeneous cluster scheduling problems. [14]
considered the resources usage contention between CPU-based
applications and GPU-based applications. They showed that two
applications executing on the same node might suffer from competitive memory accesses. Fortunately, this mostly does not seem
to be the case of GPU-based applications since there are infrequent accesses to the main memory.
In [2, 10, 11], they addressed a problem of single scheduler
that might not be able to efficiently fulfill all policies at the same
time. [11] presented a management platform that has use multiple
schedulers approach to fulfill each policy. These schedulers can
work in parallel with some shared states. In TSUBAME case,
we can also use this approach in conjecture with our proposed
scheduler for GPU queue to achieve high utilization throughout
the system.
Regarding researches concerning about multi-GPU system, [7]
presented a scheduling method that takes the possibility of a
GPU-based job that can be executed only on CPUs into consideration. This possibility can increase overall utilization of the
system since if that job cannot be scheduled to use GPUs due to
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not enough available resources, it can be scheduled to use CPUs
instead. Even that, it still rely on an assumption that there are a lot
of such jobs in the system, which is not true in the TSUBAME
GPU queue. Another interesting one is [12]. They integrated
integer-programming optimization technique to SLURM scheduler for GPU queue. Their work can be used in conjecture with
our work by including their technique in our algorithm to get better scheduling pattern. We hope to explore more on this latter.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we have considered GPU resource fragmentation
problem due to scheduling pattern. This problem prohibited efficient sharing GPUs of the same nodes to another job, leaving
some GPUs idle while other resources, such as CPUs, memory,
etc., are enough to serve another job. This problem had happened
quite frequent in TSUBAME2.5’s GPU queue (G queue). By
using rCUDA, we are able to alleviate this problem. However,
the performances of applications that use rCUDA are affected by
network contention. Moreover, rCUDA itself puts more stress
on network. We first considered this drawback and presented a
model to estimate the time an application spending on rCUDA
that varies with the available network bandwidth. We used this
knowledge to simulate R queue, a replacement of G queue that
enables the use of rCUDA, discussed about its scheduling algorithm, and presented benefit of using it over G queue. By using the same number of nodes as G queue, simulated jobs whose
parameters were obtained from TSUBAME’s G queue scheduler
were able to finish processing faster by about 5% on average. The
main reason is because the wait time of each job reduced by about
25% on average while the execution time of each job were kept
almost the same as running on G queue. We also showed another
benefit of using R queue over G queue by reducing the number of
nodes on R queue. According to the simulation result, we were
able to reduce the R queue’s nodes from 480 to 450 (about 4%)
and were still able to keep the life time of the jobs almost equal
to the same jobs running on G queue.
Even though the simulation results show a good improvement
of R queue over G queue, the algorithm of R queue is still a
heuristic algorithm. For the future, we planned to analyze the
scheduling pattern using online optimization technique. It will
allow us to model the queue mathematically and compare the utilization of our algorithm with the optimal one. Also, we planned
to include other queues of TSUBAME into consideration as well.
Since using rCUDA gains us more free nodes, we will be able to
use these nodes for the other queues when the high loads come
into the queues.
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